Abstract. Memory address traces are an important information source; they drive memory simulations for performance modeling, systems design and application tuning. For long running applications, the direct use of an address trace is complicated by its size. Previous attempts to reduce trace size incurred a substantial penalty with respect to trace accuracy. We propose a novel method of memory profiling that enables the generation of highly accurate synthetic traces with space requirements typically under 1% of the original traces. We demonstrate the synthetic trace accuracy in terms of cache hit rates, spatial-temporal locality scores and locality surfaces. Simulated cache hit rates from synthetic traces are within 3.5% of observed and on average are within 1.0% for L1 cache. Our profiles are on average 60 times smaller than compressed traces. The combination of small profile sizes and high similarity to original traces makes our technique uniquely applicable to performance modeling and trace driven simulation of large-scale parallel scientific applications.
Introduction
Trace-driven memory simulation is applicable to system design and evaluation, compilation (via trace-driven optimizations), and performance tuning. Today it is a standard practice to use address traces to explore the memory behavior of applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Simulation allows for the evaluation of new memory hierarchy designs without hardware implementation, this benefits both system design and evaluation for procurement. Modeling current workloads on proposed systems via simulation provides valuable insights, aiding in procurement decisions [6, 7] . Compiler optimization choices can be guided and evaluated through the examination and simulation of the resulting address streams. The accuracy and usefulness of each of these applications depends directly on the availability of relevant input, specifically relevant address traces.
Using traces from an actual anticipated scientific workload is the best policy for achieving accurate performance predictions and evaluations. The validity of a simulation depends heavily on the chosen input workload; in the case of memory simulations the input is an address trace [8, 9] . VanderWiel [10] points out in a comparison study of two prefetching techniques, the performance improvement varied widely for each workload complicating the choice of prefetching technique. The performance results obtained by traces of small benchmarks chosen to represent a high performance computing (HPC) workload are of questionable relevance; choosing appropriate benchmarks is a difficult task, especially when applied to an HPC workload [11] .
The direct collection and storage of full address traces is no longer practical due to the growth in the size of traces, driven by the increase in processor speed over the last three decades. Compounding this growth is the fact that HPC applications are scaling to larger and larger core counts where each processor produces a separate stream of address requests at this rate. As a simple illustration, it is possible for a processor to issue more than a hundred million memory instructions per second. Assuming that each address is represented by 8 bytes, a full address trace grows by 800 million bytes a second, approximately 44GB a minute and 2.6TB an hour per processing core. Collecting an address trace for an application that runs several hours on thousands of processors is therefore not reasonable unless one leverages some regularity or recurring patterns in the application [12] , but even with 90% compression the trace file sizes quickly become impractical [13] .
Obtaining and storing relevant address traces is a fundamental requirement for trace-driven memory simulation of large parallel and HPC applications and the question must be asked: how does one provide valid and relevant input of substantial size to a simulation? Methods such as trace compression, truncation, on-the-fly processing, and synthetic trace generation have each been explored as an answer to this question. Each of the previously proposed solutions has shortcomings. Compression techniques incur a large slowdown [14, 15] , and some of them require that the entire trace be stored before being compressed [14] , truncating the trace loses valuable information. On-the-fly processing is done successfully, but uses a large amount of time on valuable HPC resources and has to be rerun each time the evaluation study changes [6] . Previous synthetic trace generation approaches have not reached high accuracy [16, 17] .
A new method of address stream profile collection to be used in synthetic stream generation is presented in this paper. PMaC Synthetic streams from address stream profiles(PSnAP) offers accuracy at a granularity not before possible in synthetic trace generation. The size of the profiles is small enough that collecting them for an HPC application utilizing thousands of processors is possible.
Rather than taking a holistic view of an address trace as past attempts have, PSnAP breaks the trace down into two constituent parts, 1) program structure and 2) memory access pattern. PSnAP is able to capture both temporal and spatial locality characteristics as well as mimic fine-grained access patterns.
Almost any application for trace-driven performance analysis can potentially benefit from the ability to store and share memory streams. It is now possible to build a memory trace repository available to researchers for memory behavior research. Moreover, direct uses for the profiles are also possible. The profiles are small and human readable meaning that they can be manipulated in order to experiment with changing the behavior of the source application.
The unique contribution of this work is a profiling technique that provides succinct and accurate information about an address stream and enables the creation of representative synthetic traces without going to the trouble of compiling, re-running and re-instrumenting the target application, as well as avoiding the space requirements for storing full address traces.
Methodology
PSnAP has two distinct phases 1) capture and 2) replay. During the capture phase an instrumented version of the application generates a compact profile that summarizes the important properties of the full application trace, using a binary rewriting tool, PMaCInst [18] . The replay phase, which can be done at any point in time after capture and does not require the use of an HPC system, produces a synthetic address trace with similar characteristics from the profile.
HPC applications are often composed of a series of highly optimized loops. PSnAP takes advantage of this characteristic and profiles the address stream on a per loop basis. The memory accesses that take place outside of loops are not included in the profile, and while this potentially causes inaccuracy, the performance contribution of blocks that occur outside of loops is small.
The description of the address stream as a whole is referred to as a stream profile. A stream profile is a hierarchical representation and the second level in the hierarchy is a loop stream. A loop stream is the series of addresses that are attributed to a specific loop. The addresses composing a loop stream are divided into memory region streams based on locality characteristics. Figure 1 presents a pedagogical example illustrating the hierarchy.
The application stream is divided into loop streams using statically determined mapping information. The loops and basic block to loop assignments are determined using static analysis of the binary. During the instrumented execution (capture phase) each memory access is paired with a basic block allowing the address to be attributed to a specific loop.
An application will access some subset of the available memory. Figure 1 shows how a simple loop's data structures may be laid out in memory. Variables i, max, and total are statically allocated and reside within close proximity to one another. Arrays A and B are each dynamically allocated and can be found separately in the heap. All the memory references which refer to a contiguous region of memory are referred to as memory region streams or just regions.
Addresses are associated with memory regions during dynamic analysis. Each memory reference is assigned to a region by comparing its address to the range of addresses in the previously encountered regions. If the address falls within a (parameterized) distance of any of the addresses in these regions it is attributed to that region.
3 Otherwise a new region is initiated. Each region stream is characterized using three basic attributes: access pattern, working set size and access count. The access pattern is described using a histogram of stride frequencies and a graph of the stride ordering. A stride is computed by comparing an incoming address to the one received immediately before, within the same region. Stride distances of 0 to 2 8 in increasing powers of 2 in both directions from the address are counted. The strides larger than 2 8 are counted as random; accesses with long strides and those with random strides tend to cause cache misses.
In the case that a memory region is accessed in an incontiguous manner (pointer chasing) each access may result in the creation of a new region, preventing accurate profiling. A merge operation has been implemented to correct this situation. For the loop streams The merge operation identifies groups of regions that have each been accessed a small number of times, generates a synthetic address stream representing those regions, and profiles the synthetic stream as a single memory region.
The region streams that compose a loop stream are interleaved in a pattern. That pattern may be a simple alternating pattern as depicted in the pattern buffer in Figure 1 or it may be more complex and require a regular expression or function to express it. The current implementation uses a pattern buffer of a fixed size and simply saves the order that the regions are encountered. The second phase, replay, is the process of synthesizing an address stream that can act as a representative proxy of the original. Each level of the hierarchically structured profile plays a part in the construction of the synthetic address stream for an application. The region metrics are used to generate addresses, the pattern buffers in the loop are used to interleave addresses and all of the loop streams are concatenated to create a full synthetic stream.
Results
PSnAP is evaluated in terms of accuracy and efficiency. The accuracy is measure using simulated cache hit rates and locality surfaces. PSnAP proves to be more accurate than any past attempts of lossy compression or synthetic trace generation. The size of the resulting profiles is shown to be small and a function of code complexity rather than execution time.
The evaluation uses a set of HPC benchmark kernels (listed in Table 2 ) and a set of memory hierarchies from recent HPC systems (listed in Table 1 ). The set of cache structures varies three cache characteristics: size, line size and associativity. Structures one through three were chosen as modern examples of small, medium and large sized caches. Structures four and five are both popular modern chips. Structure 6, IBM Power6, was chosen to represent the state-ofthe-art in memory subsystem design. The remainder of the caches are variations on cache 3 with different line sizes and associativities.
Cache Simulation Results
The standard accuracy measure for synthetic trace generation techniques is a comparison of cache simulation results between the synthetic stream and the original stream. Previously, the majority of cache simulation results have been presented using the cache hit rate average across the entire execution of a benchmark. It is well understood that as an execution proceeds, the cache hit rate of Using an existing framework [18] the observed address stream of each benchmark was fed into a series of cache simulators. The cache simulations produce cache hit rates for each loop in the application. These cache hit rates are compared with the cache hit rates that result from the simulation driven by the synthetic streams. Figure 2 presents the error between the cache hit rates for the observed and synthetic address streams for the most significant loop in each benchmark. The significance of a loop is determined by the number of memory operations that result from its full execution. The x-axis of the plots represent the cache structures (the ids correspond to those in Table 1 ). Each figure shows the synthetic hit rate(light bars) and observed hit rate(dark bars) as well as the absolute difference between the rates(rectangle). The estimated error that this synthetic stream could impose on a full performance execution time prediction(diamond) for cache structure 5 is calculated using the basic equation for average memory access time found in Hennessy and Patterson [21] . Table 2 summarizes the error in cache hit rates averaged over all of the relevant loops of an application and all the cache structures used.
Our experimental results demonstrate very clearly that the synthetic streams are very similar to the observed in terms of performance. The error is consistently below 3%. The CG, FT, Stream and HPL benchmarks are almost perfectly reproduced with this method; Jacobi3D and Nbody both have much more complex access patterns, and are still well represented. The error in memory access time indicates a need for high accuracy, as any error in cache hit rate is multiplied in the full performance prediction. 
Locality Surfaces
Locality surfaces are an effective way to visualize the temporal and spatial locality characteristics of an address stream. Hence, by comparing the locality surfaces of a synthetically generated stream and its original counterpart, one can compare whether two streams exhibit the same locality behavior. If the locality surfaces look similar in shape, one can conclude the synthetic stream mimics the original.
We generate locality surfaces for both address streams for each benchmark using the implementation described by Grimsrud [17] and limiting the field of the surface to strides within 256 bytes and distances within 64K. These limits still capture the interesting characteristics of the surface, and keep the overhead bearable (locality surfaces are notoriously expensive to construct). For our experiments, locality surfaces are generated on a per loop basis for the same reasons described above.
A locality surface is generated by tabulating a large histogram. Each address is compared to all of those that come after it until it is compared to itself.
The bin in the histogram that corresponds to the stride and distance between each address is incremented during the comparison. The stride is the distances between the two memory addresses and the distance is the number of addresses that were encountered between them in the stream. The locality surface is a 3D representation of the histogram.
Grimsrud presents a discussion of how to interpret the characteristics of each surface [17] . The keys for comparison are that the same constructs appear in both surfaces and that their scale with respect to other constructs in the surface are similar. Key constructs are sequential ridges indicating a fixed stride through a data array and decaying temporal ridge indicating a value being reused over time. Figure 3 presents the locality surfaces for the benchmark CG for both the synthetic address stream(left) generated by our approach and the original stream(right). Figure 3 shows that the locality surface of the synthetic stream is very similar to original stream. In both surfaces the ratio of accesses with a stride between −2 3 and 2 4 are similar. The ridge down the center of the surface (a decaying temporal ridge) represents temporally repeated accesses and is present in both surfaces. The synthetic stream has smoothed the ridge out rather than reflecting the true behavior with two spikes. This can occur when the separate region streams have become out of sync with the pattern buffer. When this occurs the correct accesses are represented in the stream, but the distance between them may be skewed. It is interesting to note that the synthetic surface captures the sequential ridge, the ridge moving at a diagonal from the center. Strided accesses such as this case have a large effect on performance and are therefore important to capture. PSnAP is able to reproduce the locality surfaces for loops with high accuracy for the synthetic streams indicating that our approach does not change the locality characteristics of the original stream and exhibits very similar behavior. 
Comparison to Related Projects
Two categories of research warrant direct comparison to PSnAP: 1) trace compression algorithms and 2) synthetic trace generation methods. Lossless compression techniques have perfect accuracy at the expense of lower compression ratios and larger overhead times as compared to its lossy counterpart. Lossy compression algorithms represent an improvement in time and space overhead, with the addition of some inaccuracy. Sequitor [14] and Path Grammar Guided Trace Compression (PGGTC) [15] are both trace compression techniques developed specifically for address traces, they are lossless and lossy respectively. Both depend on the creation of a context free grammar (CFG) that represents repeated portions of the address trace. Sequitor creates the CFG dynamically and PGGTC creates the CFG using the control flow graph determined through static analysis of the application. Table 3 presents a summary of the results for data compression accomplished using PGGTC for the NAS parallel benchmarks 5 . The data is extracted from Gao et al. [15] . It also includes the results of our approach in terms of the size of the stream profiles. This data shows that our approach has space requirements that is significantly smaller than PGGTC, on average 60X smaller. Table 3 also presents the percentage error between the hit rates for the original stream and the cache hit rates for the synthetic traces generated by both lossy portion of PGGTC and our approach. Table shows that hit rates for the traces generated by the lossy portion of PGGTC is similar to the hit rates of the traces generated by our approach. Both PGGTC and our approach maintained an error rate of less than 4% for L1 cache hit rates, 2% for L2 and 1% for L3 compared to the original address streams. Our approach performed slightly better than PGGTC for L1 caches.
In a comparable area of synthetic trace generation, Weinburg [22] presented a synthetic trace generation tool called Chameleon. Chameleon is able to reproduce cache hit rates for a series of single level LRU caches for a sampling of address stream of the NAS parallel benchmarks. Using the same cache structures, our approach consistently resulted in a lower absolute error between the hit rates for actual traces and the synthetic traces generated. For IS.B.1 benchmark, Chameleon reported a maximum error of 30% in cache hit rates between the actual and synthetic trace whereas the maximum error for our method is around 10%.
Grimsrud [17] , followed later by Sorenson [23] , used locality surfaces and cache hit rates to measure the accuracy of five categories of synthetic address stream generation techniques. The conclusion drawn by both Grimsrud and Sorenson was that the synthetic trace generation techniques did not offer satisfactory accuracy with respect to representing the spatial and temporal locality characteristics of real traces.
In order to compare our synthetic trace generation technique with those evaluated by Sorenson, we implemented the described locality surface method and generated a surface for the same trace used in their comparison [16] . In order to match more closely the results found by Sorenson and Grimsrud, we used a trace obtained from Twolf from SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite as the application. We used the address stream of the most important loop of Twolf to generate locality surfaces. This essentially zooms in the view of the surface and gives a higher level of detail. Moreover, the Twolf benchmark executes simulating annealing and produces a stream that is very difficult to summarize in a concise way. Figure 4 presents the locality surfaces resulting from the observed address stream and the PSnAP synthetic stream. Figure 4 shows that the locality surfaces of original address stream and synthetic stream generated matches fairly in terms of its shape, especially for the most dominant part of lower stride-accesses. The most visible difference is the peak at stride two, distance two (in the middle by the back wall). PSnAP has moved some of the stride two references to a distance of four and overestimated the ratio of access with stride -16, making the ratio of accesses at the center peak shrink. This change, while visibly obvious, does not have a large affect on performance. Figure 4 demonstrates that the synthetic stream generated by our approach is able to maintain similar spatial and temporal locality behavior of the actual address stream.
Size and Slowdown
The size and scaling behavior of the memory profiles are major advantages of the PSnAP approach. Each of the benchmarks used for the accuracy evaluation produced memory profiles of less than 250KB. This amount of data can easily be shared among collaborators. Even more interesting is that the profile size is not a function of execution time, but a function of code complexity.
We define the complexity measure(CM) of an application to be a combination of the number of loops and the number of distance memory regions used Figure 5 demonstrates that the profile sizes(circles corresponding to left axis) are a linear function of CM(x-axis). It is obvious that the corresponding execution times( squares corresponding to right axis) are not dependent on the CM.
The slowdown incurred during the instrumented runs is typical of binary instrumentation projects. The average observed slowdown is 169X (min: 7X max: 292X). This overhead presents a challenge for the use of this instrumentation, but it is important to note that the measurements were taken using the initial implementation of the tool and that performance improvements are expected. Possibilities for code optimization as well as sampling methods are being explored.
If we interpret these results in the light of the suitability of this work for capturing large address streams of long parallel running applications we note that, as to size, the worst case we experienced (HPL) was about 250 KB, a more than 100x compression over the raw address storage rate (you could store 1,000 processor's worth in less than 100 MB) and also note that this trace representation would NOT grow as a function of time but only as a function of complexity and different functions accessed during the program run (in the case of HPL it would not grow at all regardless of runtime). As to time, the slowdown may seem onerous for a long running program, is not beyond the realm of what in-depth performance studies may entail. For example, it is described in [24] , how one million processor hours were used to characterize a strategic workload.
Related Work
The independent reference model (IRM) [25, 26] profiles an execution to determine the frequency with which each page in the working set is accessed. A synthetic stream is then generated that contains the same frequency for each page. The accuracy resulting from this method is not high enough because it models each page independently and important patterns due to locality are lost. Weinberg [22] applied a modified version of IRM that recorded the probability of accessing an area of memory using a tree structure that represented increasingly smaller areas of memory. This model also suffers from inaccuracy due to an inability to preserve key patterns in the address stream, especially regular strided accesses resulting from loop constructs, a characteristic PSnAP preserves.
The distance model [27] models the probability of specific distances between neighboring addresses. Thiebaut et al [28] extended the distance model using a hyperbolic probability function to model the size of the steps between references. This approach can maintain some of the statistical properties of the stream, but underlying patterns are lost.
Agarwal [29] suggested the Partial Markov Model (PMM). This model depends on a two state Markov chain, where state 0 produces strided addresses and state 1 produces random. The state transitions are controlled by a probability function. This model is not able to capture relevant temporal locality traits of the address stream and does not capture the behavior of two strided streams being called in turn, a very common pattern.
Berg [30] modeled the reuse distance between addresses using a probability function. The reuse distance is the number of addresses accessed between accesses to the same address. Recording reuse distance during tracing is an expensive operation and impractical for large scientific applications. The stack distance model [2, 31] maintains an ordered list of encountered addresses and models the probability of accessing an address some distance from the top of the list or stack. It is related to the reuse distance, because the stack distance is the num-ber of unique references which appear between accesses to the same reference. Hassan [32] extends the stack model with the edition of a Markov chain and generates synthetic traces for the purpose of driving trace-driven simulations of cache memory. This approach is the most accurate of the presented projects, but results are only presented for single level LRU caches, whereas our approach is shown to be accurate on a large collection of multi-level realistic cache structures. Tracing overhead time and space requirements are also not presented, preventing an in depth comparison.
Grimsrud [17] and later Sorenson [16] evaluated the accuracy of several address stream models using locality surfaces. The surfaces are able to capture both spatial and temporal locality characteristics. We apply similar surfaces to PSnAP synthetics streams.
All of the above attempt to describe the address stream of an application in a holistic manner. We are able to achieve a higher level of accuracy and maintain complex patterns in the streams, which prove important for simulation driven analysis.
The stack distance model, mentioned above, was used by Cascaval et. al [33] to perform compile-time based performance predictions. This application of the stack distance model has no requirement for address trace storage, but this work may be complementary in that the PSnaP profiles can be partially generated from compile-time statistics and yields higher accuracy than the stack distance model.
Conclusion
We present a method of profiling an application to generate accurate synthetic traces for the application. The profiles are a compact and succinct summary of full address streams, more compact than any previous approach. In this method, rather than taking a holistic view of an address trace as previous attempts have, a full trace of an application is broken down into constituent parts using the program structure and memory access patterns.
We evaluate the accuracy of synthetic traces by comparing their cache hit rates and locality surfaces to those of observed traces. Our experiments demonstrate that PSnAP synthetic traces closely mimic the observed address traces of applications in terms of cache-ability. The average error between the hit rates for synthetic and original traces is 2.2% for L1 caches, 1.9% for L2 caches and 1.8% for L3 caches. More importantly, the locality surfaces for synthetic traces match the locality surfaces for the observed traces indicating that our approach exhibits the same locality characteristics of the observed streams.
We demonstrate that highly accurate synthetic traces can be generated from very compact stream profiles. This combination of traits makes this method uniquely suitable for performance modeling of large-scale scientific HPC workloads. Due to the stream profile size scaling with code complexity rather than runtime, it is possible to collect a stream profile for even long running parallel applications.
